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33 ACRES – Booth 33 
Vancouver, BC 
33 Acres of Euphoria - We say good things come in the power of threes, and when this magical Belgian 
adorns the table an even three is still good company. 
33 Acres of Sunshine –This unfiltered white ale pairs perfectly with the golden days of summer. Silky 
smooth and spiced with orange peel, coriander and anise. 
* 33 Acres of Ocean - Dry hopped American Pale Ale. Our flagship West Coast pale ale with the hops 
kicked up a notch to festivalify it for all the hop heads out there. 

AXE & BARREL – Booth 36 
Victoria, BC 
Citrus Witbier - Pilsner and flaked wheat for light colour and cloudiness. Curacao orange peel, coriander 
seed, fresh lemongrass and Makrut lime leaves for unique, citrus flavour. 
India Pale Ale - Canadian barley, British specialty malts, North American ale yeast. Made with Australian 
hops, Summer, Ella  and Topaz that bring out tropical fruit notes of lychee, mango and  
passionfruit. 
Raspberry Sour - Made with local Saanich raspberries, cultured with Lactobacillus delbrueckii. Mosaic 
hops for a fruity aroma, slightly tart with fresh fruit flavour. 
* Sitka Spruce Tip IPA Cask - Our Regular IPA with fresh Sitka spruce tips added. 
  
BARKERVILLE – Booth 25 
Quesnel, BC 
Sternwheeler Scotch Ale – A classic ale made in the Scottish tradition. A traditional Scottish Export-
style ale. Rich, kettle derived caramel flavours dominate this silky dark ale. A slightly sweet finish is 
balanced perfectly by a light dosing of British hops. 
Demimondaine Dunkelweizen - A German-style dark wheat beer. Moderate clove, soft vanilla, and a 
hint of banana combine with a biscuity malt flavour to round out the slight tartness. Complex, yet 
refreshing. 
Prospector's Pilsner  - brewed with two row Pilsen malt and a distinctive blend of noble hops. This lager 
has a delicate aroma and delivers a refreshing taste with a crisp finish.  

BEAU’S – Booth 38 
Vankleek Hill, ON 
Lug Tread Lagered Ale - Interwoven malt and hop flavours, subtle fruit notes, and a crisp, lingering 
finish. 
Buenos Dias Gruit - light yellow with a slight haze and white foam. The aroma offers pronounced citrus 
notes with subtle coriander undercurrents. 
Wag the Wolf Weissbier - Hazy and pale gold in colour. Notes of banana, clove, papaya, mango and 
citrus on the nose. Lively carbonation with pleasant maltiness. Spicy and fruity, with a slightly dry finish. 

BE RIGHT BACK – Booth 1 
Richmond, BC 
Kentucky Common - This ‘common’ beer style is well balanced and medium bodied. We use corn and 
crystal malts to create the unique flavour, and the high carbonation makes it clean and refreshing. 
Altbier - A amber-coloured traditional style German beer with a slight bitterness that is well-balanced 
with rich maltiness. 
IPA - strong tropical aroma with hints of lychee fruit, and a noticeable resinous grassy flavour. Well 
balanced beer with a toasty, sweet malt foundation. the red-orange colour is fitting for the flavour, it 
drinks easy and finishes clean. 



BIG ROCK – Booth 63 
Calgary, AB 
Mosaic Lager – A refreshing, hop forward lager with citrus notes and a crisp finish. Golden Straw colour 
with a lacy white head. 
Citradelic Single Hop IPA– The malty body supports a smooth bitterness with distinct NW hop 
characteristics of citrus zest and tropical fruits. 
Rock Creek Peach Cider – Fresh fleshy and juicy peach flavours with a bright ripe peach aroma. 

BOMBER – Booth 32 
Vancouver, BC 
Prairie Baard Golden Ale – Brewed with 70% Saskatchewan barley and 30% Saskatchewan wheat both 
malted in Biggar, SK. Prairie Baard is filtered to crystal clarity with generous finishing hops to give a 
distinct aroma without imparting a strong bitterness. 
Bomber IPA – Dried grass & citrus on the nose. Orange or lemon zest up front, with bittered greens 
lingering through the finish. 
Bomber Pilsner – Light bodied. Crisp and refreshing. Classic grainy malt profile, balanced with mild 
citrus zest and Saaz hop aroma. Slightly resinous, lingering hop finish. 

BRASSERIE DUNHAM – Booth 5 
Dunham, PQ 
Propolis - Specialty grain blanche/saison hybrid. Brewed with rye, wheat and oat + a small amount of fall 
honey. Unfiltered. 
Saison Cassis - Blackcurrant seasonal beer. 100% natural fruit, A dry and refreshing beer with a keen 
edge to the acidity in the mouth. 
*Berliner Mango Weisse - This version of Berliner Weisse was brewed with mango puree and showcases 
the fruit while not contributing any sugar. 

BRIDGE – Booth 47 
North Vancouver, BC 
Side Cut NE IPA - This juicy IPA brings a brilliant bitterness with a cloudy appearance. Big notes of 
peach, tangerine and tropical fruit, followed with a fluffy and full mouthfeel. 
Lemon Gin Saison - Brewed with juniper berries, lemon peel, coriander, and pink peppercorns, and 
fermented with a French saison yeast, this beer is unique and super drinkable.  
Bourbon Blood Orange Wheat Ale - Crisp, refreshing with character. A hazy straw-colour beer brewed 
with freshly squeezed blood oranges and bourbon. Zesty and floral, with clean citrus flavours and a 
moderate bitterness, ideal for deep conversation, summer days and making new friends. 

CANOE - Booth 14 
Victoria, BC 
Pale Ale – An expression of Pacific Northwest hop character, balanced by robust Canadian pale malt. Full 
flavoured with a mild, refreshing bitterness. 
Dark Ale – Deep mahogany-brown in colour, with hints of rich chocolate and roasted coffee. A dark and 
flavourful ale with a clean, crisp finish.  
Belgian White IPA – Belgian-style white IPA with tropical fruit aromas, coriander, sweet orange peel and 
Galaxy hops. 

CATEGORY 12 – Booth 10 
Victoria, BC 
Simplicity Ale - A straw coloured, pearlescent ale that starts with a lightly fruity and floral nose and leads 
into a subtle body with a crisp, dry finish. Clean and subtly bittered with just a hint of Belgian sass. 
Dry Hopped Sour - This light and distinctly tart beer soured with Lactobacillus culture and fermented 
with Saccharomyces trois wild yeast. Generously dry hopped with Hüll Melon and Mandarina Bavaria. 
Subversion Imperial IPA - This hop lovers fantasy is a big, bold double IPA. A balanced, mellow malt 
bill with a dry finish allows us to showcase this beer’s massive hop character. 
*Farmhouse Raw Ale 
*Transmutation Belgium with Hibiscus - An effervescent, slightly sweet Belgian-inspired ale with a 
Northwest hop influence. Using handcrafted amber candi sugar, this medium bodied beer crosses borders! 



CENTRAL CITY - Booth 18 
Surrey, BC 
Sour #2 Cherry - A red Kriek infused with cherries, aged for two years in oak barrels. Brewed in the 
traditional Belgian fashion the Sour No. 2 is big bodied and has a balance of earthy oak tones and cherry 
notes that give a lightly sweet and sour experience. 
Red Racer Superstellar IPA - Super Stellar IPA gets its juice from Mosaic and Citra hops. And while the 
hops used were grown on planet Earth, we think this beer is "out of this world." Boom! 
Hopping Mad Cider - A semi-dry, dry-hopped apple cider made with Pacific Northwest apples. A special 
yeast was chosen to promote the aromatics and enhance the apple flavour.  
* Cherry Witbier - Our refreshing Belgian style wit infused with cherries, giving the beer a nice subtle 
cherry finish to compliment the orange and coriander. 

CRANNOG – Booth 56 
Sorrento, BC 
Backhand of God Stout - This dry stout is easy to drink, rich and inviting. It is extraordinarily smooth 
and mildly hopped with a distinct coffee/chocolate presence. 
* The Other Hand Whisky Stout - our famous Backhand underwent a whisky infusion and guess what? 
It’s even more Irish than it started. 
* Left Fields Crabapple Ale - bright and tangy, this blend of cider and ale brings together the best of 
both worlds, using our own Hyslop crabapples. 
Insurrection IPA - A proper India Pale Ale at a drinkable alcohol level. A pale amber malt body 
emphasizes Munich and caramel malts, with enough sweetness to hold up the rather large volumes of 
fresh Cascade, Chinook and Golding hops. Spicy, aromatic and bitter, this is a quenching and lively beer. 
*Gael’s Blood Potato Ale - Red ale extraordinarily rich in malt flavour, with just the right amount of hop 
finish. 

DAGERAAD – Booth 11 
Burnaby, BC 
Single Batch Farmhouse Ale – Peppery and hoppy, effervescent and bone-dry, natural carbonation, and 
an extra layer of complexity. 
Belgian Blonde - Fruity, spicy, and citrusy aroma. Has a note of nutty pilsner malt, whiff of noble hops 
and a faint note of caramelized sugar. 
Burnabarian Belgian Session Ale – Addition of oats provides a firm body and creamy mouthfeel with a 
tiny pinch of coriander. Named for the residents of Burnaby and Dageraad’s hometown. 

DEAD FROG – Booth 20 
Aldergrove, BC 
Tropic Vice Tropical Fruit Ale - A refreshing golden ale bursting with all-natural mango and 
passionfruit. 
Rocket Man Pale Ale - A crisp and refreshing pale ale that perfectly balances a smooth malt base with 
fresh citrus aroma and flavours from Galaxy and Apollo dry-hopping. 
Blueberry Blast Kettle Sour - A golden kettle sour with a clean and dry malt base, flavours of lemon 
and fresh-picked blueberries and a refreshing tart finish. 
* Field Tripper Rye IPA - A West Coast Rye IPA that combines grapefruit and lemon hop aroma with 
light flavours of spice from the hearty helpings of rye malts 

DEEP COVE – Booth 30 
North Vancouver, BC 
The Crawl Nitro Stout - Tasting notes: smooth finish, roasted malt, hints of espresso, dark chocolate 
colour. 
Lookout Session Ale – A deceptively drinkable and balanced IPA with 30% rye malt and a healthy dose 
of Galaxy hops. 
Kreik – Barrel fermented wild ale aged on cherries, this lambic style sour was fermented and aged in 
barrel with our house blend of wild yeasts and bacteria. It was then aged for six months on tart cherries. A 
tart, refreshing profile with a pleasant acidity and a juicy finish. 



DRIFTWOOD – Booth 58 
Victoria, BC 
Entangled Hopfenwiesse - A fusion of delicate clove and fruity banana esters produced by Munich 
Hefeweizen yeast with the fruit punch that is Mosiac. Notes of guava, passionfruit and mango are backed 
up by a chewy malt body and cut through with effervescent carbonation. 
Raised by Wolves Wild IPA – Featuring Equinox hops paired with the intensely-fruity previously-named 
Brett trois yeast, this beer delivers layers of mango, melon and papaya. 
Latus Flanders Red - Unique sour conditioned in oak wine barrels for a year, creating a dry, sour and 
funky profile. This 2016 version showcases the maturing character of the barrels and the tart, fruity depth 
of a Flanders Red. 
*Old Cellar Dweller Barley Wine - Only available in cask once a year. Don’t miss out on this hop & malt 
monster!  

FACULTY – Booth 19 
Vancouver, BC 
Blonde Ale - Easy-drinking blonde, crisp and refreshing with a creamy head and a sweet finish. The 
Vienna malt gives it a balanced body, while the Cascade hops infuse it with citrus notes. 
Single Hopped IPA - This is the first in our series of single-hopped pale ales. Centennial hops, the most 
used in North America, offer a unique balance of flowers and citrus. 
French Saison - This hazy brew showcases yeast, with Golding hops providing flowery notes. Wheat and 
Munich malt give it a nose of fruit and spice. 
* Oaked Dry Stout - A dry stout with a creamy oatmeal head. The roasted barley offers notes of coffee, 
while the American oak provides aromas of vanilla and wood. 

FERNIE – Booth 16 
Fernie, BC 
First Trax Brown Ale - Brewed with specialty malts, this deep brown ale has a smooth mouthfeel. 
Roasted malts result in a wonderful chocolatey and nutty brew. Refreshing, fulfilling and award-winning! 
Slingshot Session IPA - A lower-alcohol alternative IPA. Regular IPA imbibers will not be disappointed 
with our selection of traditional and some of the newest available hop cultivars. 
Sap Sucker Maple Porter – Our deliciously dark and robust porter with a delicate but flavourful touch of 
maple syrup. 
* Lone Wolf IPA - Our year-round IPA has four select malts in combination with four classic hop varieties 
and time-honoured traditional brewing methods, including dry hopping.  
* Reel Peel IPA - A lighter unfiltered IPA, with bold citrusy and grapefruit flavours. We use grapefruit 
peel and citrusy hops - Amarillo, Centennial and Citra - to produce this refreshing late summer IPA.  
* Kickstand Honey Kolsch - An easy drinking and refreshing honey kolsch, made using organic honey 
and its own distinctive yeast, this new FBC brew proved to be a perfect addition to our summer lineup. 

FIELD HOUSE – Booth 52 
Abbotsford, BC 
Salted Black Porter - Brewed with traditional Dutch dropsies (salted black liquorice), offering flavours of 
coffee, liquorice, chocolate and caramel for a balanced malt profile and residual sweetness. 
Dutch Pale Ale - Unassuming West Coast hops combine with traditional Dutch sensibilities to create a 
brew that is unruffled and refreshingly easy going. 
Eastern IPA - New Zealand and Australian hops leave a suggestive aftertaste and subtleties of stone 
fruits and white grape flavours. 

FOAMERS FOLLY – Booth - 17  
Pitt Meadows, BC 
Hot Box Nitro IPA - This IPA is decidedly hop forward but not bitter. Subtle supporting malt character, 
and a dry finish with lingering fruity and floral hop notes. The mouthfeel from the nitrogen rounds off all 
the edges and makes this a truly unforgettable beer! 
NIMBY Blonde Ale - An American style blonde ale featuring a sweet malty aroma, with subtle noble hop 
character.  Straw in colour with a creamy white head. 
Idle Hands Hefeweissen - This German-style wheat beer is made with at least 50% wheat malt. Unique 
flavours of sweet orange peel, cloves, with a dry and tart edge, some coriander spiciness, and notes of 



bubble-gum. The hefe prefix means ‘with yeast’, hence the beer’s unfiltered and cloudy appearance. 
* Tripel Barrel Shotgun - As unique as its name and just as dangerous.  This Belgian strong ale is 
deceptively easy drinking.  Pale yellow body with a dense white head, subtle alcohol heat on the nose, 
sweet and estery, with generously round mouthfeel and long, lingering finish.  

FOUR MILE – Booth 59  
Victoria, BC 
Cactus Grapefruit IPA - IPAs harness the characteristics of hops to bring forward familiar flavours and 
aromas of pine, spice and citrus notes. The intensity which finishes off this brew is the immense dose of 
fresh grapefruit peel and juice added to the kettle during boiling. We added a little pure Arizona prickly 
pear cactus juice to amplify the aroma and flavours. Citrus refreshing with the traditional IPA character. 
Tangerine Dream Ale -  Refreshing light body with citrus zing and a noble hop sorbet-like finish are this 
unfiltered beer’s trademark. Orange peel and freshly roasted coriander make this a unique crafted beer. 
Zeppelin Pilsner - Our Pilsner is brewed using only selected Pilsner and Munich malts from Bamberg, 
Germany to create a deep golden appearance. We used Bavarian grown Hallertau hops and aromatic 
Czech Saaz hops to create a pleasant hop balance. Slow, cold fermentation using a Bavarian monastery 
brewery yeast strain and extensive cellaring makes a highly quaffable beer. 

FOUR WINDS – Booth 15  
Delta, BC 
Featherweight Session IPA – A modest IPA with refreshingly light body. Key notes of tropical fruit 
and resinous subtleties gives way to a crisp, clean finish.  
Passion Fruit Berliner Weisse - Brewed in reverence of the old world sour wheat ales of Berlin, 
this Berliner Weisse is light in body with a faint earthy mineral essence. Sour in nature and 
refreshingly effervescent.  
Nectarous Westcoast Sour – In the pursuit of sour, peach and nectarine play lead, while galaxy 
hops lend notes of citrus and passion fruit.  
* Mango Juxtapose Wild IPA - At the heart of this nectarous west coast IPA stands the juxtaposition of 
ripe tropical fruit esters and mild Brett funk.  Moderately bitter and gracefully balanced.  Where orchards 
meet pastures.  

FUGGLES & WARLOCK – Booth 23 
Richmond, BC 
Rei Boysenberry Sour - A kettle soured wheat ale blended with fresh Boysenberries. A light, tart beer 
with notes of raspberries and blueberries. 
Pineapple Destiny IPA - Our flagship IPA featuring six different new world hops, with an addition of 
fresh pineapple giving this beer a tropical fruit flavour profile. 
Bean Me Up Espresso Stout – This may be the perfect marriage of espresso coffee and a delicate stout 
with a smooth creamy sweetness from lactose. Featuring Metta coffee from Salt Spring Coffee in 
Richmond, BC. 
* The Last Strawberry Wit – Fresh strawberries are puréed with honey & lactose and blended to a 
Belgian style wheat beer for a refreshing experience. 

GARRISON – Booth 21 
Halifax, NS 
Star Trek Klingon Warnog - Unique blend of rye, clove and tartness from wiezen yeast balanced with 
caramel and chocolate from Munich and dark crystal malts. Rich, dark and medium bodies with a slightly 
tart, dry finish and low bitterness. 
Hoppy Buoy IPA -This American- Style IPA is a beacon of full-on hoppiness. Brewed with shiploads of 
aroma and finishing hops, it’s spiked with mango and partially unfiltered to deliver on citrus and tropical 
notes. Loads of great aromatic and bittering hops deliver citrusy and tropical fruit aromas, ruby red 
grapefruit flavour and a balanced malt backbone. 
Rise & Stein Hefeweizen – Straw coloured Weissebier, with dry finish and fluffy white head is 
refreshingly effervescent. Originally brewed as a one-off for Garrison’s annual Oktoberfest, it went on to 
win Gold at the 2015 Atlantic Canadian Beer Awards. Prosit! 



GLADSTONE – Booth 40 
Courtenay, BC 
Belgian Single - Like a Belgian interpretation of a lager or pilsner - crisp, light, drinkable and refreshing, 
but with a light fruity/spicy flavour that derives from the Belgian yeast. Similar to a Belgian-style triple, or 
a golden strong, just lower in alcohol. 
IPA - A highly bitter beer, with lots of hop flavour and aroma and a higher than average alcohol content 
that helps to balance the flavour of the hops. 
Pilsner - A traditional Czech-style pilsener with a light character of toasted malt and the spicy, herbal 
notes from Czech Saaz hops. 

GLUTENBERG - Booth 43 
Montréal, PQ 
Red - Proudly echoing British brown ales, the Glutenberg Red stands out by the great complexity of its 
creation and taste. Brewed using two types of chestnuts, this unctuous beer with a roasted nut fragrance 
reveals unique flavours of caramel and coffee. 
IPA - A true little bomb of flavours, it presents a perfect harmony between citrus aroma, hop freshness 
and bitterness. It guarantees a soft contact with taste buds, releasing apricot and soft caramel notes. Its 
exacerbated dry side makes its bouquet of flavours shine and ensures its good aromatic persistence. 
White - Unique interpretation of a classic Belgian style, this 100% gluten- and wheat-free beer's 
distinction lies in its quinoa and amaranth composition, which gives a noticeable grainy profile, ensuring a 
steady mouth-feel. Soft and refreshing, with hints of coriander and curaçao. 

GRANVILLE ISLAND - Booth 39 
Vancouver, BC 
West Coast Pale Ale – Upfront bitter hops balance with a malt base, finishing slightly fruity with notes of 
tangerine and pineapple. 
Hey Day Hefeweizen – Vaguely tart with light clove and banana flavours and aromas. Crisp, dry finish. 
False Creek Raspberry Ale – Fresh raspberries without being too sweet. Refreshingly tart with enough 
pale malt character so it tastes like an ale, not a wine cooler.  
* Berliner Weisse – Light refreshingly mild tart wheat ale, which pairs great with customizable fruit 
syrups of your choice.  

HIGHWAY 97 – Booth 26 
Penticton, BC 
Amber - Crisp and refreshing with an unique bitter front end and clean finish that doesn’t linger too long. 
Chocolate malt and Cascade hops. 
India Pale Ale - A traditional West Coast style IPA, this beer exhibits a perfect balance of hops and malt 
to deliver a smooth dry bitterness. It’s an easy drinking IPA – not overly hopped up. 
* Scotch Ale - In the tradition of dark Scottish ales. Peat-roasted malt delivers a full-bodied dark ale 
packed with flavour that does not finish with a bitter taste. 

HOWE SOUND - Booth 51 
Squamish, BC  
Devil’s Elbow IPA - An English style IPA with a balanced malty backbone complemented by citrus and 
earthy hop notes. 
Sky Pilot NW Pale Ale - A bright and refreshing Pale Ale with big lemon, citrus, tropical, and orange 
flavours. 
Kalamansi Citrus Blonde Ale - A clean and crisp blonde ale brewed with natural Kalamansi fruit to give 
notes of lime, kumquat, and mandarin orange. 
* Bourbon Oak Aged Pumpkineater Imperial Ale - Pumpkin ale with notes of cinnamon, nutmeg, 
cloves, toasted pie crust, and toffee. 

HOYNE – Booth 50 
Victoria, BC 
Off the Grid - This finely made Vienna red lager is exquisite in taste, with Noble German Tettnang hops 
and smooth creamy maltiness.  Perfect for your trip into the wild. 
Hoyner Pilsner - A pale golden pilsner lager with a rich head.  Full bodied with complex malt and refined 
hop character.  This classic East European style is finished with Czech Saaz hops for a crisp spicy finish. 



Helios Dortmunder Lager - This golden lager is malt forward and moderately hopped.  The earthy 
bitterness and heavenly body combine with a higher gravity for an out of the world experience. 
* Appleton Extra Special Bitter - A quaffable copper ale with deep malt body that packs a punch of 
earthy hop bitterness and finishes dry.  This classic, British style ale is named in honour of Frank Appleton, 
the B.C. industry pioneer who passed the tradition of crafting fine beer onto a whole generation. 

LE TROU DU DIABLE – Booth 9 
Shawinigan, PQ 
Willow Gose –  A filtered wheat blond with lactic fermentation that has a lemony aroma. Fresh mouthfeel 
from the cereal bill, which quickly gives way to a round finish.  
Saison du Tracteur – An opalescent blonde with complex aromas of citrus and passion fruit. The palate 
offers the same parallel produced by a genuine saison yeast. 
Dulcis Succubus Saison – Up to twelve months of aging in Californian white oak barrels gives this beer 
a complex nose with honey -like flower , vanilla, apricot and leather by adding wild yeast . Full mouthfeel 
from ample and generous amount of American hops. 

LIGHTHOUSE – Booth 34 
Victoria, BC 
Shipwreck IPA - a fruity, floral, well-balanced Pacific Northwest IPA with aromatic hop bursts followed by 
a crisp, clean finish. 
Tropical Storm IPA – A balanced beer with notes of stone fruit and the addition of real grapefruit juice 
make this a crisp and refreshing selection. 
Coffee Lager - This is a crisp, clean and refreshing offering with Discovery Coffee cold-brew added to 
give a refreshing hint of coffee flavour. 
* California Love - Saison ale combines the juicy, hop forward drinkability of the India Session Ale style 
with a fruity spicy Saison yeast. 
* Kamaraj - Toasted coconut and Madras curry powder add a distinct, savoury, South Asian flavour to 
Kamaraj Indian Pale Ale. 

MERRIDALE CIDERWORKS – Booth 65 
Cobble Hill, BC 
Pub Draft (House Cider) - A lighter, sweeter version of our traditional cider, but still very dry.  
Merri Berri - A refreshing blend of apple cider and unfermented juices of BC berries and fruits. It's 
popular among those who enjoy spritzers or lighter alcoholic beverages. 
Scrumpy  - Rich with the flavour of BC crab apples fermented without sugar. Our rough farmhouse 
English cider with rich tannic body is slightly sweet, strong and satisfying.  
Cyser – A traditional blend of apple juice and wildflower honey, combined in a slow fermentation that 
dates back to the Viking days. 
Traditional - Light, dry and effervescent. 

MOODY ALES – Booth 31 
Port Moody, BC 
Affable IPA – Generously hopped late in the brewing process with American aroma hops that give it a 
piney, fruity, floral bouquet. Light malt body and moderate bitterness allow the finishing and dry hops to 
shine through with notes of pineapple, grapefruit and pine. 
Sociable Pale Ale – A session beer with just enough citrusy hop bite to know you’re still on the West 
Coast. It’s malty but light, hoppy without bitterness and it pairs well with just about anything. 
Hardy Brown Ale –  Made in the spirit of a classic Northern English brown ale with a robust malt profile 
with notes of dark breadcrust, toffee, nuts, and coffee give way to a clean, lightly bitter finish. A full 
flavoured beer for a full day's work. 
* Raspberry Lime IPA - Our Affable IPA with an addition of raspberry and lime puree. Candy like and 
delicious! 
* Citrus Pale Ale – West coast pale ale dry hopped with grapefruit and orange zest. Highly drinkable and 
quenching. 



MOON UNDER WATER – Booth 54 
Victoria, BC 
Light Side of the Moon Lager -.Unfiltered craft lager with rice malts and orange peel for a dry, 
refreshing finish. 
Hip as Funk Farmhouse IPA - Take one part saison yeast and one part Brettanomyces. Mix in light 
pilsner malt and finish with heaps of tropical fruit hops.  
Copper Kettle Sour - Copper Kettle Sour is made with citra hops.  Hints on lemon, lime and the last 
sweet beer for summer- this a real crowd pleaser. 
* Sang de Merle Sour - Blackberry port barrel-aged sour with blackcurrant addition. Cask conditioned. 

MT. BEGBIE – Booth 57 
Revelstoke, BC 
Cream Ale - A fruity ale with a subtle honey flavour. Golden ale, delicately fruity, with a subtle honey 
flavour that finishes with a crisp hop edge.  
Nasty Habit English IPA - A generously hopped IPA, balanced by a diabolical blend of rich specialty 
malts and pure mountain water. A wicked ale that leaves you lusting for more.  
Powerhouse Pale Ale - Smooth tasting pale ale brewed with a generous portion of caramel malt. All 
natural, no preservatives. 

OKANAGAN SPRING – Booth 62 
Vernon, BC 
Black Lager – A distinctive blend of roasted dark and chocolate malts with a crisp lager taste. This unique 
style of beer was introduced for those who love their beer a little darker and a little bolder. Rich in colour & 
flavour, finishes crisp and clean. 
1516 Lager - Craft-brewed to celebrate the landmark 1516 Purity Law.The decree states that only four 
ingredients can be used when making beer: barley, hops, yeast and water. The result is a lager with a 
crisp finish and a rich golden colour. 
White IPA - Our India Pale Ale is a copper-coloured, medium-bodied ale with a distinctive hop aroma. It 
is brewed in strict adherence to the Bavarian Purity Law of 1516. 

PARALLEL 49 – Booth 27 
Vancouver, BC 
Jerkface Wheat - Wheat ale dry hopped with Mosaic hops. Juicy citrus, tropical, and floral hop notes sit 
atop a light grainy malt base. 
Wobbly Pop Ale - Dry and clean pale ale with aroma of fruity hops and biscuity malt with a dry 
mouthfeel. Notes of lightly fruity hopping and crisp crackery malt. 
Dumb Funk Bret IPA – An IPA that breaks away from the traditional brewers yeast and uses 
brettanomyces (wild yeast) to ferment the beer. Big aromas of juicy hops are complemented by the 
tropical flavours the brett puts out while fermenting. Slight notes of funk and leather in the background. 
* Sour  - A bright sour wheat ale aged in French Chardonnay barrels for over a year. Juicy pear, a touch of 
oak, and a dusting of Brett makes this a complex and flavourful beer. 

PERSEPHONE – Booth 6 
Gibsons, BC 
Pale Ale - Medium bodied, light coloured ale is bursting with juicy citrus and tropical fruit aromas from 
Citra hops. The pleasant citrusy hop flavour and modest bitterness is balanced with a light malt profile. A 
session beer for the hop lover. 
Hop Yard Red Ale - A hop-forward west coast style red ale, this beer has an intense aroma of citrus and 
pine. The flavour is a balance of piney hops and dark, caramel and toasted malts. 
Dry Nitro Stout – Flavours of dark coffee and toast with a balancing bitterness. Lightly carbonated with a 
very smooth texture and dry finish. 
Goddess Golden Ale - Modelled after an English style summer bitter, with a light biscuity malty 
character. A delicate, herbal hop aroma, backed with an assertive bitterness. 



PHILLIPS – Booth 46 
Victoria, BC 
Blue Buck Ale –Soft aromas of citrus and pine with a slight toasted caramel undertone. Has a light and 
balanced mouthfeel with a crisp refreshing finish. 
Bizarro Berliner Weisse – For our 15th Anniversary we’re flipping tradition. Instead of an IPA hop 
monster, this soured ale is light in body with a soft tartness that finishes clean. Sometimes the right side 
up is upside down. 
Pilsner – Patiently cold aged, Phillips Pilsner is meticulously engineered to be clean, crisp and bright. 
Artfully refined, so you don’t have to be. 
* Blue Buck with Citra 
* Longboat Porter with Sorachi Ace 

POSTMARK – Booth 37 
Vancouver, BC 
Hefeweizen – Hull Melon hops, all German malt. Gentle banana aroma, accentuated by an aroma of 
melon from the hops. Well-rounded, flavourful palate, dry finish. 
Falconer’s IPA – This IPA is designed to highlight the hop profile and aroma. With large notes of lemon 
and tropical fruit. Falconer's Flight is a brilliant hop perfect for the Postmark IPA. 
Raspberry Ale - Five grains and Pearle hops provide this ale character. Using local, all-natural raspberry 
puree gives summer vibes session ale a refreshingly tart flavour and a bold fruit finish. 

POWELL STREET – Booth 29 
Vancouver, BC 
Ode To Citra Pale Ale – We've combined just the right ratio of pale malt and dark crystal malt to 
highlight the intense tropical fruit characters of the Citra Hop. 
Pilsner - This Czech-style pilsner was brewed with tradition in mind. The beer has a nice maltiness from 
the use of Bohemian pilsner malt and a delicate, floral and spicy character from Saaz hops. 
* Dry Hopped Sour - This dry-hopped sour features massive aromas of citrus and pine with a distinct 
tart finish from our natural lactobacillus souring method. 

R&B – Booth 48 
Vancouver, BC 
Raven Cream Dark Mild – A dark ale with a light refreshing palate. Northwestern hops are utilized to 
accentuate the aroma. A truly drinkable and flavourful brew. 
East Side Bitter – Northwest Style Extra Special Bitter. Combination of English and local malts to create a 
subtle malty canvas where hops are the main attraction.  
Vancouver Special IPA -  
* Sun God Wheat – Brewed in the style of a North American Kristalweizen producing a crisp, clear and 
refreshing beer with a lighter body and a hint of wheat. 

RAVENS - Booth 41 
Abbotsford, BC 
Farmers French Saison - Our Farmers Ale embraces its roots. Light and hazy in appearance, spicy 
aromatics with hints of lemongrass, black pepper and a dry lingering finish. The Farmers Ale provides 
layers of complexity in a traditional manner and begs you to take another sip. 
Raspberry Hefeweizen - A fragrant and refreshing blend of Hefeweizen and raspberries, this is the way 
to beat the summer heat.  
English Dark Mild - Deep toffee and malt aromas, with hazelnut and dark roast undertones, our English 
Dark Mild is hardy yet sessionable. Delicate UK Fuggles hops add a hint of grassy earthiness, giving this 
brew a more traditional characteristic. 

RED TRUCK – Booth 8 
Vancouver, BC 
Amber Ale – A blend of premium malts and Pacific Northwestern hops make this a versatile and easy 
drinking truck stop beer. 
Golden Fruit Wheat – A light summer ale, unfiltered with wheat, orange and coriander. Aroma of citrus 
and mild flowery hop, sweet orange and coriander, light biscuit malt. 
IPA - A bright IPA filled with lovely floral, pine, and citrus aromas and flavours. A soft sweetness followed 
with a lingering bitterness. 



* IPA with Ataufo Mango Habanero - Our hop forward IPA pairs nicely with the Ataulfo Mango, 
enhancing the citrus and floral aromas with a subtle touch of habanero peppers that lingers in the 
background, with a slightly sweet heated finish. 

RUSSELL – Booth 28 
Surrey, BC 
Eastern Promises Pilsner - Golden hue, rich and complex malt backbone from superior Pilsner, caramel 
Vienna and Munich malts. 
Peaks and Valleys Extra Pale Ale – The Centennial hop aromas of citrus and herb dance on the nose 
with the lightly toasted malt backbone of Gambrinus malting to blend perfectly into our newest recipe 
Punch Bowl IPA - Real grapefruit added to compliment the tropical flavoured hops. The honey malt 
backbone carries the wild hop profile and grapefruit all the way. 
* Grapefruit Punch Bowl – Citra, Mosaic and Amarillo hops to create tropical, fruity flavours such as 
stone fruit, berries and melon.  
* Mango IPA – Mango punchbowl is classic punchbowl base dry hopped with Citra which plays well with 
the mangos tropical flavours. Fresh mangos were then added along with mango nectar to level out the 
bitterness and add a sweet finish. 

SALT SPRING ISLAND – Booth 64 
Salt Spring, BC 
Heather Ale – Infused with local heather flowers, this has a mild floral and honey aroma, cider-like 
character and very light hop notes to produce a dry wine-like finish. 
Dry Porter - Dark, full bodied and thick, with a toasty nutty flavour, our dry porter is a perfect marriage 
of roasted barley, chocolate malt and hops. 
Earl Grey IPA – A balanced, British-style IPA accented with an addition of bergamot flowers. Crisp, but 
not overpowering bitterness, malty caramel sweetness, delicate hop and bergamot aromas.  
* Red Cedar Kelp Ale  
* Jalapeno Raspberry Wheat Ale  

SPINNAKERS – Booth 13 
Victoria, BC 
Queen Bee Honey Kolsch – Light and refreshing, this ale was brewed with local honey and the by-
product of local honey making process rich in minerals and enzymes. 
Dry Hopped Sour - A light, crisp barrel-soured saison dry hopped with pacific Northwest varietals. 
Spiced Pumpkin Ale - Brewed tie locally-grown squash, spices and a touch of lactose, this lighter take 
on the pumpkin style is a celebration of harvest time. 
* Fresh Hopped Northwest Ale - Inspired by the assertively hopped beers of the Cascade region, this 
cask features fresh hops grown right at Spinnakers. 

STEAM WHISTLE – Booth 53 
Toronto, ONT 
Pilsner – Golden coloured Bohemian pilsner characterized by a floral, hoppy aroma and full malty 
character balanced by a pleasant bitterness and a clean, crisp finish. 

STEAMWORKS – Booth 60 
Vancouver, BC 
Pilsner - A rich, malty lager with a spicy, floral hop character - crisp, complex and delicious. 
Heroica Red Ale – This robust ale has beautiful citrus and pine notes that come from generous additions 
of Centennial, Citra and Simcoe hops, while toasted malts provide body with toffee and caramel flavours.  
IPA – Steamworks’ new India Pale Ale has all the hallmarks of an instant classic. 
* Pumpkin Ale – A special spooky cask featuring seasonal favourite pumpkin ale. 

STEEL & OAK – Booth 12 
New Westminster, BC 
Dry Hopped ESB - This West Coast take on the traditional extra special bitter imparts a bright aroma of 
citrus and grapefruit. Well-balanced malt and toffee notes accompanied by a lasting bitterness. 
Dark Lager – Medium to light body with a sweet malty aroma and creamy boldness.   
Smoked Hefeweizen – Traditional Bamburg-style unfiltered wheat beer. Banana and clove weave 
through the beechwood-smoked malts. 



STRANGE FELLOWS – Booth 45 
Vancouver, BC 
Jongleur Wit – Bright and Refreshing, our Belgian style wit beer is silky-bodied, spicy and aromatic, 
reminding us to enjoy both the big and the small things in life. 
Guardian White IPA – With Wit beer credentials and assertive dry hopping this beer marries two very 
different beer styles. 
Coup de Foudre Sour - A delicately malty beer with flavours reminiscent of cider and cherries. The finish 
is refreshingly sour and complex.   
* Talisman Pale Ale – A tropical and citrus aroma defines this delicately dry-hopped, golden-hued ale. 

SWANS – Booth 61 
Victoria, BC 
Coconut Porter – Dark and juicy. London style porter brewed with organic coconut. A don’t miss beer 
experience. 
Sucker Punch Sour - This sour beer is dry hopped with Citra hops and gets its twang from a mix of 
lactobacillus strains. expect aromas of pineapple, mandarin and apricot. 
Tessier’s Wit Beer - Multi-grain witbier brewed with barley, wheat, corn, rice and oats. Spiced with 
orange peel, coriander and a secret spice.  
* Burbon Kelp Scotch Ale – Take a hops sabbatical and visit this malty beast of a brew. Dark ‘Wee-
Heavy’ style with caramel aroma and a subtle sweet finish. 

THREE RANGES – Booth 3 
Valemount, BC 
Up Swift Creek NW Pilsner - Classic American pilsner hopped with Nugget and flavoured with 
Willamette for that little bit of northwest. 
Swamp Donkey Brown Ale - An American brown ale with a light body, hop flavour and aroma and a 
smooth chocolate finish. 
Derailed Pale Ale - Rolled oats provide smoothness and rye for a hint of spice. Dry hopped with Calypso, 
Centennial and Glacier. 
* Canadian Peso - Our Up Swift Creek pilsner spiced with cumin and locally grown jalapeños and 
cilantro. It’s a true south of the border experience. 

TIN WHISTLE – Booth 7 
Penticton, BC 
Coyote Blonde Ale -  Crisp and dry with a creamy mouthfeel. A hint of strawberry and banana esters 
from our yeast.   No bitterness.  Pairs well with any food.  
Peach Cream Ale - The aroma and taste of fresh ripe peaches. Bring the Okanagan to you. Finishes  dry 
and refreshing. Pairs well with chicken, all poultry, lobster, salads and mild cheese. 
Killer Bee Dark Honey Ale - Dark and rich. Notes of chocolate and coffee combine with the flavour and 
aroma of caramelized wildflower honey from Keremeos. Pairs well with BBQ foods, spicy Mexican foods, 
steaks and  aged cheddar. Makes wonderful floats with ice cream. 
* Cask 1 - Blonde with Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines. Aged with Oak and dry hopped with Amarillo 
* Cask 2 - Blonde with Santa Rosa Plums, Ginger, and Lavender. Aged with Oak. 

TOD CREEK CIDER - Booth 66 
Victoria, BC 
Malahop Hopped Cider - Triple-hopped craft cider. Like hops? You'll love our cider that is made with 
organic hops from a small farm in Lillooet. 
Coastal Blue Blueberry Cider - We add local blueberry juice to our craft cider for an amazing west coast 
taste. 
Tod Cider - 100% juice, fully fermented, then back-sweetened slightly with apple juice for an off-dry full 
flavour cider. Not diluted with water, nor any refined sugars added. 
* Sidre Salvaje - Spanish style cider that is big on personality and character, with a slight acetification, a 
natural part of the fermentation process. 



TOFINO – Booth 22 
Tofino, BC 
Kelp Stout – A dark, rich, full bodied ale brewed with locally harvested kelp, giving a unique, umami-type 
quality to this complex beer.  
Tuff Session Pale Ale - Copper coloured with a toasty malt palate. Medium body with a clean, dry finish. 
Hoppin’ Cretin’ IPA – Aromatic bouquet of citrus and mango. Heartily hopped, lighter in body with an 
extremely dry finish. 
* Spruce Tip IPA - Hoppin' Cretin IPA casked with hand-picked spruce tips, adding a slight sweetness to 
the citrus notes of the Centennial and Citra finished IPA. 

TOWNSITE – Booth 49 
Powell River, BC 
Blackberry FestivALE - Blackberries provide a tart and subtle backdrop for this wheat beer. Fruity 
aromatics complement our unfiltered, round bodied, fruit beer.  
Zwarte Wheat – Don’t let the colour fool you, this is a citrusy summer sipper with zest. The addition of 
midnight wheat to the mash adds a layer of bready notes to this otherwise light and tangy Belgian Witbier. 
Sour Blackberry – A tart sour version of our popular Blackberry FestivALE. 

TRADING POST – Booth 55 
Langley, BC 
1827 Helles Lager - This German-style golden lager features a light hop profile with a rich malt 
character. Utilizing hand-malted heirloom German barley, this beer is crisp and malty. 
S.M.A.S.H. Saison - This farmhouse style Saison has notes of apricots, citrus and spice. Brewed using 
hand-malted heirloom barley grown in Bohemia and tropical Mosaic hops. 
What Cheer Brett IPA - Aromas of mango, guava and orange. Brewed using specialty malts and a 
cornucopia of hops, it’s fermented with the Brettanomyces bruxellensis yeast. Funky and fruity. 
* Sour Ale - This American-style wheat ale features a medium malt body and is kettle soured with 
Lactobacillus. This cask has added citrus peel and is clean, crisp, refreshing and delicious. 
* Breakfast stout - Brewed with dark roasted malt, Centennial hops and Republica Roasters coffee, this 
jet black oatmeal stout features notes of chocolate and espresso. Big, bold and surprisingly smooth, this 
cask has added vanilla, cocoa and cinnamon. 

TWA DOGS – Booth 24 
Victoria, BC 
Drouthy Neibor IPA - BC-grown barley malt and four varieties of hops produce notes of citrus, tropical 
and stone fruit. 
Mistress of My Soul Saison - Spicy, fruity and dry. BC and German-grown malts fermented with unique 
blend of yeasts and hopped with New Zealand Motueka hops. 
Holy Willie Porter - BC and British specialty barley, with malted & flaked oats brewed to bring balance 
between bitterness and chocolate roasted malts. 

VANCOUVER ISLAND – Booth 42 
Victoria, BC 
Islander Craft Lager – Light bodied and made with 2-row barley malt and the finest Galena hops. 
Refreshing,clean and crisp. 
Sabotage ISA –With three hops in the boil, and dry-hopped with Centennial and Athanum, Sabotage has 
an aroma of citrus and pineapple. Juicy notes of tropical fruit and melon are complemented by crisp 
bitterness leading to a wickedly clean finish. 
* Black Betty Blackberry Saison - Black Betty is a crisp, satisfying saison with a subtle taste of 
blackberries. The flavour is slightly tart. Northern Brewer hops provide hints of zesty pine flavour to 
balance the tartness. The finish is dry and crisp for this highly quaffable summer beer. 
* Root Beer - Traditional altbier flavours of bready malt and caramel are paired with sweet sarsaparilla 
notes in this take on classic root beer. A layer of espresso notes make this beer bold and rich. Be brave—
try the root beer that's made for adults! 



WHEELHOUSE – Booth 2 
Prince Rupert, BC 
Scurvy Dog Spruce Ale - The spruce tips add a sweet, citrus taste that pairs well with Centennial and 
Amarillo hops. 
Smokehouse Kolsch - A light bodied lagered ale using 100% German malt, hops and yeast. We add 
traditional German beechwood smoked malt to give it a hint of smoke.  
Divide Ride Red Ale - Aged on yellow cedar chips left over from the making of a pair of Divide Rides 
handcrafted skis. It’s a classic red ale, slightly malty and smooth, with initial notes of woodiness, which 
blossoms into the iconic flavour of yellow cedar. 
* Northern Forest Berry Saison - This classic Belgian-style saison is true to the style - clean and 
refreshing with a hazy golden colour. It is made slightly sweet and tart with the addition of red and blue 
huckleberries, salmonberries and blueberries that were hand picked in the old growth forests of the North 
Coast. 

WOLF – Booth 4 
Nanaimo, BC 
Pilsner Beer - Heaps of German Spalter select hops are hiding under the full, frothy head of this elegant 
Pils. All German pilsner malt subtleties linger beneath a long dry finish of this classy quencher. 
India Pale Ale - Filled with new world hops to create an explosion of tropical fruit and an all-out monster 
hit of grapefruit, pineapple and lychee before a spiky bitter finish.  
Dead Whale Pale Ale - Clean stripped back pale ale, uber light base with beautiful herbal hop flavour. 
100% Tettnanger hops makes this a more-ishly drinkability beer. 

YELLOW DOG – Booth 44 
Port Moody, BC 
Play Dead IPA – Has an initial slight bitterness geared towards maximum hop flavour and aroma. Our 
hop combinations provide tropical fruit flavours smoothed out with a nice dry finish. 
Take a Walk Wit – Our summer seasonal is a Belgium Witbier made with freshly muddled oranges, 
Indian coriander and chamomile. 
* Ginger Lime Gose - We have taken a traditional Gose and added in ginger and lime. This balances the 
tart finish with the natural saltiness. This beer is refreshing and tart with a subtle lime kick. 
* Cask 2 

YUKON – Booth 35 
Whitehorse, YT 
Yukon Gold Pale Ale – Brilliantly clear and clean across the palate, the secret to Yukon Gold is the use of 
malted wheat to provide a natural citrusy finish. 
Holiday Kolsch – Everyone needs a Yukon holiday! Lager-like effervescence, aged to a crisp cold finish. 
Breadiness from Vienna malt, citrusy notes from malted wheat and light hopping from Czech Saaz hops. 
Lead Dog Olde English Ale - Brewed with six different malts, this Lead Dog is big but as friendly as can 
be. An extended aging makes it surprisingly smooth and complex.


